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Latent Class CUB Models

Leonardo Grilli, Maria Iannario, Domenico Piccolo, and Carla Rampichini

Abstract The paper proposes a latent class version of CUB models for ordinal data
to account for unobserved heterogeneity. The extension, called LC-CUB, is useful
when the heterogeneity is originated by clusters of respondents not identified by co-
variates: this may generate a multimodal response distribution, which cannot be ad-
equately described by a standard CUB model. The LC-CUB model is a finite mixture
of CUB models yielding a multimodal theoretical distribution. Model identification
is achieved by constraining the uncertainty parameters to be constant across latent
classes. A simulation experiment shows the performance of the maximum likeli-
hood estimator, whereas the usefulness of the approach is illustrated by means of a
case study on political self-placement measured on an ordinal scale.

Key words: Finite mixture, Maximum Likelihood, Ordinal data, Simulation, Un-
observed heterogeneity.
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1 Introduction

The analysis of ordinal data is a key topic in statistical modelling since ratings,
preferences and judgments are common issues in many fields, including Psychol-
ogy, Medicine, Economics and Marketing (Agresti, 2010). Ordinal data are usually
analyzed by means of models based on the multinomial distribution, e.g. the propor-
tional odds model, without imposing any structure on the pattern of the probabili-
ties. However, in some settings it may be convenient to adopt a more parsimonious
representation, such as the CUB model, an acronym for Combination of Uniform
and (shifted) Binomial random variables (Piccolo, 2003; D’Elia and Piccolo, 2005;
Iannario and Piccolo, 2012).

The CUB model describes an ordinal variable by means of a mixture of two dis-
tributions. Motivation for this choice and efficacy of the visualization tools are dis-
cussed in the quoted papers, and some empirical evidence is offered by Gambacorta
and Iannario (2010) and Iannario and Piccolo (2010). The resulting probability dis-
tribution is very flexible, although it is unimodal, which may be a serious limita-
tion in some applications. To relax this restriction, one can exploit the available
covariates: in fact, the unimodality is assumed to hold conditionally on the observed
covariates, whereas it does not necessarily hold for the marginal probability distri-
bution of the response variable. However, in some cases, covariates are not available
or they do not properly account for the multimodality of the marginal distribution,
due to unobserved heterogeneity.

In order to account for unobserved heterogeneity, corresponding to groups of
subjects with different latent behaviour, one can rely on latent class models (Hage-
naars and McCutcheon, 2002). These models, also known as finite mixture models
(McLachlan and Peel, 2000), have received a growing interest in the statistical liter-
ature as a tool to increase the flexibility of conventional parametric models. Indeed,
finite mixture models can be seen as a compromise between a simple parametric
model and a non-parametric approach. Moreover, the finite mixture approach is use-
ful for clustering purposes (Ingrassia et al., 2012).

In this paper, we propose a latent class extension of CUB models, which we call
LC-CUB . This is a finite mixture of CUB models, but we prefer the term latent class
to avoid possible misunderstandings due to the fact that the CUB model itself is
a mixture of two components. The application of latent class CUB models raises
several issues, common to all latent class models, that must be carefully addressed,
such as the choice of the number of components, model identifiability and label
switching.

A special case of the LC-CUB model arises when one of the response categories
shows an abnormal frequency, e.g. the neutral category in a Likert scale, or the
left-most category in a scale measuring rare adverse effects. The second example
typically yields a bimodal distribution. These situations are accommodated by a
CUB model with shelter choice (Iannario, 2012a), which is a mixture of a CUB model
and a mass point in the category with atypical frequency (i.e. a degenerate random
variable). Specifically, CUB models with shelter choice are a sort of c-inflated model
allowing for a larger set of distributions of ordinal data able to explain side effects
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(common in psychopathology, for instance) within a parsimonious and structured
probability framework.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the latent class CUB model
( LC-CUB); Section 3 illustrates a restricted version of LC-CUB to solve the identifia-
bility issue; Section 4 outlines model estimation with Maximum Likelihood; Section
5 describes a simulation experiment to evaluate the properties of the ML estimators;
Section 6 presents an application of LC-CUB on data about political placement; Sec-
tion 7 gives some concluding remarks.

2 The CUB model and its latent class extension

Let us consider an ordinal random variable R, defined on the support {1,2, . . . ,m}.
The CUB probability distribution for R is defined as (Piccolo, 2003):

P(R = r;π,ξ ) = π br(ξ )+(1−π)
1
m
, r = 1,2, . . . ,m, (1)

where

br(ξ ) =
(

m−1
r−1

)
(1−ξ )r−1ξ m−r

is the shifted binomial distribution with probabilities over the support {1,2, . . . ,m},
and 1/m is the discrete uniform distribution over the same support. Note that the
support points r = 1,2, . . . ,m have to be interpreted as ordered category labels, and
not as numerical values. A CUB random variable is well defined if and only if pa-
rameters belong to the parameter space {0 < π ≤ 1; 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1}. A CUB model is
identifiable for m ≥ 3 (Iannario, 2010); note that for m = 3 the model is saturated
and thus just identified.

The CUB distribution is unimodal. Specifically, if m(1−ξ ) is not an integer, the
distribution has a single mode at r = int[m(1− ξ )]+ 1, where int[x] is the integer
part of x, whereas if m(1−ξ ) is an integer, the distribution has two adjacent modes
in r = m(1−ξ ) and r = m(1−ξ )+1 (Lemma 2 of Iannario, 2012b). Note that the
CUB distribution assumes the mode of its binomial component.

The value of ξ affects both the location and the skewness of the distribution: for
ξ = 0.5 the distribution is symmetric and centered on the midpoint (m+ 1)/2. A
reduction of ξ moves the probability masses towards higher values of R, whereas
an increase of ξ produces the opposite. The value of π affects the flatness of the
curve: a lower value of π corresponds to a flatter distribution. Moreover, π is related
to heterogeneity indexes of the distribution of R (Section 4 of Iannario, 2012b).

For rating data, assuming that higher values of R correspond to higher ratings,
(1− ξ ) can be interpreted as a measure of likeness, feeling, or agreement towards
the item, whereas (1 − π) can be interpreted as a measure of uncertainty in the
responses. More details and some extensions of standard CUB models are given by
Iannario (2012a) and Iannario and Piccolo (2012).
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Let us assume an heterogeneous population divided into H latent classes. The
probability distribution of a latent class CUB model ( LC-CUB) is:

P(R = r;ξξξ ,πππ,ααα) =
H

∑
h=1

αh P(R = r;ξh,πh), r = 1,2, . . . ,m, (2)

where P(R = r; ξh,πh) for each h = 1,2, . . . ,H is defined by (1). The parameters
of model (2) are: ξξξ = (ξ1, . . . ,ξH)

′, πππ = (π1, . . . ,πH)
′, ααα = (α1, . . . ,αH)

′. The αh’s
are the latent class probabilities, subject to the constraint ∑H

h=1 αh = 1. As a conse-
quence, model (2) has 3H −1 non-redundant parameters.

Model (2) is a H-component mixture of CUB models with mixing proportions
αh. In order to establish identification, it is convenient to formulate the model in a
different way, by substituting (1) in (2) and rearranging terms:

P(R = r;ξξξ ,ηηη) =
H

∑
h=1

ηhbr(ξh)+

(
1−

H

∑
h=1

ηh

)
1
m
, (3)

where ηηη =(η1, . . . ,ηh)
′, with ηh =αhπh, for h= 1,2, . . . ,H. Thus, the LC-CUBmodel

is a (H + 1)-component mixture of H shifted binomial distributions and a discrete
uniform distribution with mixing proportions η1, . . . ,ηH and (1−∑H

h=1 ηh), respec-
tively.

A H-component binomial mixture with common number of trials m−1 is iden-
tified if and only if H ≤ 1

2 m (McLachlan and Peel, 2000, Section 5.11.3). Un-
fortunately, this result cannot be exploited in the LC-CUB model due to the uni-
form component. However, empirical identification of the LC-CUB model can be
checked through the inspection of the estimated information matrix at the maxi-
mum likelihood solution (McDonald, 1982). A necessary condition for identifica-
tion is 2H ≤ (m−1), or equivalently H ≤ 1

2 (m−1). In fact, given a response with
m categories, it is possible to estimate m− 1 non-redundant probabilities, and thus
at most m−1 parameters.

The LC-CUB model of formulation (3) can be directly used for Maximum
Likelihood (ML) estimation, since all the parameters are identified provided H ≤
1
2 (m− 1). However, the interpretation of the LC-CUB model is more revealing in
the original formulation (2), which is based on 3H −1 parameters. Thus, to recover
the parameters ααα and πππ of formulation (2) it is necessary to impose at least H − 1
constraints.

3 Restricted LC-CUB model: constant uncertainty

In order to identify the πh’s and αh’s parameters of the LC-CUB model of expres-
sion (2), a possible set of restrictions is πh = π , for h = 1, . . . ,H. This assumption
of constant uncertainty across latent classes is often justifiable in applications, since
the uncertainty parameters πh are related to circumstances surrounding the selection
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process of a discrete choice. Thus, it seems acceptable to assume that in a given
survey modalities, time and circumstances of the interview are substantially homo-
geneous even if respondents belong to different groups.

On the other hand, the feeling towards the item under consideration, as mea-
sured by ξh, may vary across the classes since it mainly depends on subjective and
environmental characteristics.

Given πh = π , model (2) becomes:

P(R = r;ξξξ ,π,ααα) = π
H

∑
h=1

αh br(ξh)+ (1−π)
1
m
. (4)

This restricted LC-CUB model can be seen as a two component mixture, where the
first component is a mixture of shifted binomial distributions. In this model all the
differences among the latent classes are driven by the shifted binomial components.
Model (4) reduces to a standard CUB model if the feeling parameters are constant
across classes, namely ξh = ξ , for h = 1,2, . . . ,H.

Under the constraint of constant uncertainty (πh = π), there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the parameters η1, . . . ,ηH of the identifiable version of the
LC-CUB model (3) and the parameters π,α1, . . . ,αH of the restricted LC-CUB model
(4), as shown by the following relationships:

ηh = αhπ, h = 1,2, . . . ,H ⇐⇒


π =

H

∑
h=1

ηh ;

αh =
ηh

∑H
h=1 ηh

, h = 1,2, . . . ,H.

(5)

4 Estimation and inference

The parameters of LC-CUB model (3) can be estimated by Maximum Likelihood
methods. For a random sample of size n, denoting with nr the absolute frequencies
of R = r, the log-likelihood function is:

ℓ(ξξξ ,ηηη) =
m

∑
r=1

nr logP(R = r; ξξξ , ηηη)

=
m

∑
r=1

nr log

[
H

∑
h=1

ηh

(
m−1
r−1

)
(1−ξh)

r−1ξ m−r
h +

(
1−

H

∑
h=1

ηh

)
1
m

]
.

(6)

Indeed, for a given sample of size n, any sub-vector of dimension m−1 of the vector
(n1 . . . nm)

′ is a sufficient statistic for (ξξξ ′
,ηηη ′)′.

The likelihood function is invariant with respect to permutations of the mix-
ture components, producing the label switching problem (Stephens, 2000; Grün
and Leisch, 2009). In ML estimation, label switching does not threaten the com-
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putation of point estimates, but it can invalidate the procedures based on repeated
sampling, such as bootstrap techniques and Monte Carlo experiments. A simple so-
lution (McLachlan and Peel, 2000) is to impose an ordering restriction on class sizes
(e.g. α1 ≤ . . .≤ αH ), or on location parameters (e.g. ξ1 > .. . > ξH ).

Possible algorithms to obtain ML estimates of the LC-CUB model parameters are:
(i) direct optimization through analytical or numerical derivatives, and (ii) the EM
algorithm (McLachlan and Krishnan, 2008; McLachlan and Peel, 2000). The stan-
dard errors can be computed from the Hessian, either analytically or numerically.
Alternatively, they can be computed by bootstrap methods (Efron and Tibshirani,
1993; Davison and Hinkley, 1997), after controlling for label switching. In general,
direct optimization is faster than the EM algorithm, but it is prone to convergence
problems and sensitivity to initial values. An advantage of the EM algorithm is that
it can be easily generalized to more complex models.

It is worth to note that, in this setting, it is difficult to derive formal proofs of
the properties of the ML estimators, such as existence, uniqueness, consistency and
asymptotic normality, as generally discussed by Wald (1949), Wolfowitz (1949) and
Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956), among others.

In order to empirically evaluate the properties of ML estimators in our setting,
we looked at the behavior of the estimators in a large Monte Carlo simulation ex-
periment discussed in Section 5. The simulation results show that by increasing the
sample size the biases reduce and the estimators distributions approach normality. In
addition, we found that the performance of the algorithm is improved by imposing
an ordering restriction on the location parameters.

In this paper, estimates are obtained by direct optimization through numerical
derivatives, using the optim function of R (http://www.r-project.org/), which yields
standard errors derived from the Hessian. The NLMIXED Procedure of SAS (SAS
Institute, 2008) yields similar results. Codes are available from the authors upon
request.

The ML estimates π̂ and α̂h’s of the restricted LC-CUB model (4) are obtained
from the η̂h’s by exploiting the one-to-one correspondence (5) and the invariance
property of ML estimators:

π̂ =
H

∑
h=1

η̂h ; α̂h =
η̂h

∑H
k=1 η̂k

, h = 1,2, . . . ,H. (7)

The corresponding standard errors are obtained through the delta method.
The choice of the number of latent classes H, including the comparison between

standard CUB and LC-CUB models, is in general a critical issue: even if models with
different values of H are nested, the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) does not have
the standard Chi-square distribution since the regularity conditions are not met. A
solution is the bootstrap LRT (McLachlan and Peel, 2000). In applied research,
the issue is usually solved by comparing models via information criteria, such as
BIC and AIC and their modifications. Nylund et al. (2007) perform a simulation
study comparing various methods for choosing the number of latent classes and
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concluding that BIC is the best information criterion, while bootstrap LRT is the
best test.

We now illustrate the LC-CUBmodel through an application to a fictitious dataset.
Let us consider a sample of n = 1000 responses from a population with H = 2
latent classes, according to the restricted LC-CUB model (4) with α1 = α = 0.4,
α2 = 1−α = 0.6, π = 0.7, ξ1 = 0.3 and ξ2 = 0.8.

The first row of Figure 1 refers to the sub-samples generated by the two CUB

components. The second row of Figure 1 pertains to the whole simulated data set:
the bottom left panel shows the theoretical and estimated probabilities of the as-
sumed LC-CUB model, while the bottom right panel shows the estimated probabil-
ities obtained by fitting a standard CUB model. This model has a poor fit, whereas
the LC-CUB model appropriately takes into account the bimodality of the observed
distribution.

For the LC-CUB model, we obtained the following ML estimates (standard errors
in parenthesis):

η̂1 = 0.334(0.040), η̂2 = 0.525(0.037), ξ̂1 = 0.277(0.017), ξ̂2 = 0.797(0.010).

The ML estimates of π and α are recovered by means of the conversion formulae
(7):

π̂ = 0.859(0.071), α̂ = 0.388(0.024).

The bottom left panel of Figure 1 shows a good agreement between simulated and
estimated probabilities.

In the following, some properties of the ML estimators are investigated by a
simulation experiment (Section 5) and the potentialities of the LC-CUB model are
illustrated by means of a case study on political placement (Section 6).

5 Simulation study

A straightforward method to fit LC-CUB models is to directly maximize the likeli-
hood function using numerical derivatives. To study the main properties of this esti-
mator, we devise a Monte Carlo (MC) experiment simulating data from LC-CUBmod-
els with different parameter values.

Let us consider an ordinal response variable R with m = 9 categories. We assume
that each respondent of the population belongs to one of H = 2 latent classes, with
probabilities equal to α and 1 − α , respectively. In each class the response R is
generated by a CUB model, with common uncertainty parameter π and class-specific
feeling parameters ξ1 and ξ2.

We consider the following set of class probabilities: α = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4. Given
a sample size of n = 1000, in the planned experiment, the first group ranges from
100 (a small sample size for a CUB model with m = 9) to 400 (a larger sample size).

We select two values of π , namely 0.8 (low uncertainty) and 0.5 (moderate un-
certainty).
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Fig. 1 Simulated data from a two-class LC-CUB model: observed, theoretical and fitted probabili-
ties.

The feeling parameters are chosen in order to evaluate the effect of their distance |
ξ2−ξ1 | on the separability of the two CUB components. Given the symmetrical role
of ξ1 and ξ2, we will study only the case ξ2 > ξ1. Table 1 reports the configurations
adopted in the simulation design. Note that when the distance | ξ2 − ξ1 | tends to
zero, the restricted LC-CUB model (4) collapses to a single CUB model for the whole
population.

For each combination of α , π , ξ1 and ξ2 we simulate 1000 random samples
of n = 1000 ratings from the restricted LC-CUB model (4). Estimates are obtained
through the optim function of R. In the simulation experiment, in order to avoid
label switching problems, the parameter α is constrained to be less than 0.5. In this
way, the estimation algorithm is forced to respect the ordering of the classes in term
of sizes, but not necessarily in term of feeling parameters.
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Table 1 Values of feeling parameters for the simulation design.

Parameters Configurations
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

ξ1 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.25 0.20 0.15 0.10
ξ2 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90
ξ2 −ξ1 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80

The mean squared errors of the ML estimators are reasonably low for all pa-
rameter configurations. Therefore, we focus on the biases, summarizing the Monte
Carlo results by means of graphical displays. Biases are represented as function of
the distance between the feeling parameters | ξ2 −ξ1 |. Figure 2 displays the biases
for π = 0.8, 0.5 and α = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, whereas Figure 3 refers to α = 0.4.

The biases are generally lower for increasing values of | ξ2 − ξ1 | (distance be-
tween the feeling parameters) and π (weight of the binomial components), and for
α approaching 0.5 (similarity of the class sizes).

The distance between the feeling parameters | ξ2 − ξ1 | is a key factor for the
performance of the estimators. When the distance | ξ2 − ξ1 | is greater than 0.3,
the biases are acceptable for all parameters. On the other hand, when the distance
is lower than 0.3, the observed distribution is close to a standard CUB distribution,
thus giving little information for discriminating between the latent classes. In these
cases, the biases are higher, especially for the class size α .

The accuracy of the estimates tends to increase as α approaches 0.5 (equal class
sizes), except for the bias on α itself when the feeling parameters are very close
(| ξ2 −ξ1 |< 0.3).

As expected, the biases are higher when uncertainty increases, namely passing
from π = 0.8 to π = 0.5. Note that the value of π is always overestimated, but
the magnitude of the bias is small and not much sensible to the values of the other
parameters.

The previous remarks are confirmed by further simulations (not included in the
paper) we performed for other values of π and for different sample sizes.

In summary, except for cases with close feeling parameters, the ML estimators of
the LC-CUB model have a good performance. Indeed, we are suggesting that if the
empirical distribution is multimodal, then the estimation of a LC-CUB model gives
accurate results.

Initial values are a critical issue in optimization routines for ML estimation of
mixture distributions. As expected, when starting points are close to true values,
the algorithm quickly converges and estimates are accurate. On the contrary, with
inaccurate or random initial values, the algorithm sometimes does not converge.
This is due to probabilities going outside the unit interval, thus yielding an error in
the log-likelihood computation.

A general technique for choosing initial values is to specify a grid of values for
all the parameters and search for the combination with the highest log-likelihood.
Unfortunately, the grid search does not guarantee the convergence of the algorithm,
nor to reach the global maximum. Moreover, in case of many parameters, the grid
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Fig. 2 Bias of the estimates for the two-class LC-CUB model as a function of | ξ2 − ξ1 |, for α =
0.1, 0.2, 0.3.

search is computationally demanding. An alternative procedure is to set some of
the parameters on the basis of descriptive measures, specifying a grid search for the
remaining parameters. Specifically, when the observed distribution has two modes,
a possible procedure is as follows: (i) assign initial values to the feeling parameters
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Fig. 3 Bias of the estimates for the two-class LC-CUB model as a function of | ξ2−ξ1 |, for α = 0.4.

ξ1 and ξ2 on the basis of the observed modes, by exploiting the method of Iannario
(2012b); (ii) given ξ1 and ξ2, compute the log-likelihood function on a grid for η1
and η2 and choose as initial values the pair (η1, η2) with the highest value of the log-
likelihood. Further simulation studies are needed to evaluate competing strategies
for choosing initial values.

6 A case study on political placement

We show the ability of the LC-CUB model to account for unobserved heterogeneity
when important covariates are omitted from the analysis. As a case study we select
a research on Left/Right self-placement obtained from a survey on political affairs
collected in Campania, Italy in 2010. This is an observational study and thus the
main interest is on the possibility to infer on latent classes given different amount of
information.

According to some political studies (Gelman and Hill, 2007; Quinn et al., 1999;
Schofield et al., 1998), it is possible to investigate the one-dimensional position
of people ideologies asking each subject her Left/Right political self-placement.
To this end, respondents are asked to locate their overall position over a 9-point
Likert scale (from Extremely Left=1 to Extremely Right=9). The sample consists
of 710 respondents (367 men and 343 women) and includes data on political self-
placement and several covariates (gender, marital status, education, age, job, social
and political attitudes, adhesion to political sentences, and so on).
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The following illustration is based on three steps: (i) we fit a CUB model without
covariates to obtain a benchmark for any further comparison; (ii) we fit a CUB model
with the binary covariate Di “participation in demonstrations”, which is strongly re-
lated to the feeling parameter; (iii) we suppose the previous covariate is not available
and fit a LC-CUB model with H = 2 latent classes to check if the latent class exten-
sion is able to overcome the omission of the covariate. All the estimated parameters
are highly significant, and their point estimates are reported in Table 2 for each
model along with the corresponding BIC index.

Table 2 Models on political self-placement (9-point Likert scale).

Models BIC π̂ α̂ Feeling parameters
CUB without covariates 3030.7 0.431 - ξ̂ = 0.645
CUB with covariate 2985.6 0.498 - ξ̂(D=0) = 0.582 ξ̂(D=1) = 0.805
LC-CUB with 2 classes 3025.7 0.571 0.798 ξ̂1 = 0.590 ξ̂2 = 0.913

The left panel of Figure 4 shows the observed distribution along with the fitted
distribution from the standard CUB model without covariates. The fitted distribution
has a single mode at R = 4, whereas the observed distribution has modes in R = 3
and R = 5 which are likely due to the presence of two groups with different feeling
behavior.
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Fig. 4 Observed frequencies and fitted probabilities from a CUB model without covariates (left
panel) and fitted probabilities from a CUB model with the covariate “participation in demonstra-
tions”.
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The two groups pointed out by the observed frequencies are well characterized
by the binary covariate Di “participation in demonstrations”, which can be inserted
in the CUB model by specifying a logistic regression for the feeling parameter (Ian-
nario and Piccolo, 2012):

ξi =
1

1+ e−γ0−γ1 Di
, i = 1,2, . . . ,n .

The ML estimates are as follows (standard errors in parenthesis): π̂ = 0.498(0.039),
γ̂0 = 0.332(0.070), γ̂1 = 1.084(0.155). Transforming the γ parameters, we obtain
the following estimates of the feeling parameters: ξ̂(D=0) = 0.582 for people who
do not participate in demonstrations and ξ̂(D=1) = 0.805 for the others. Note that, a
higher value of ξ corresponds to a lower value of the response R, i.e. a more left-
oriented respondent. The right panel of Figure 4 depicts the fitted probabilities for
the two groups defined by the binary covariate, showing they are well separated.

Finally, suppose that no covariate is available: in such a case, the LC-CUB model
could account for the groups generating the two observed modes. In fact, assuming
H = 2 latent classes and using the ML estimation procedure with starting values
ξ1 = 0.2, ξ2 = 0.8, we obtain the following estimates (standard errors in parenthe-
sis):

η̂1 = 0.496(0.058); η̂2 = 0.116(0.058); ξ̂1 = 0.590(0.087); ξ̂2 = 0.913(0.010).

Applying the conversion formulae (7), we recover the estimates of the uncertainty
parameter π̂ = 0.571(0.051) and class size α̂ = 0.798(0.072), reported in Table 2.

Thus, the LC-CUB model identifies two groups with markedly different feeling
parameters: a large group politically oriented towards the center with size 80% and
expected rating 4.3, and a small group towards the left with size 20% and expected
rating 1.75. As shown in Table 2, in terms of both log-likelihood and BIC crite-
rion the LC-CUB has a better fit than CUB model without covariates, even if the
CUB model with the participation covariate improves such a result.

To summarize, the LC-CUB model fits better than the CUB model without covari-
ates and it properly accounts for the bimodality of the sample distribution without
relying on prior group membership information. In this case study, the binary co-
variate on participation is a good indicator of group membership, thus a CUB model
with such a covariate has the best fit. In general, inference based on a model where
the classification is derived from observed covariates is more efficient with respect
to a latent class approach. However, a latent class approach is needed when co-
variates are not available, or they are imprecisely measured or they are not able to
account for all the sources of heterogeneity.
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7 Concluding remarks

The CUB model is a flexible tool to analyze ordinal responses, but its probability dis-
tribution is unimodal, which may be a limitation in applications where the observed
distribution of the response variable is multimodal, even conditionally on available
covariates. To overcome this drawback, we introduced the LC-CUB model, a latent
class version of the CUB model yielding a multimodal theoretical distribution. The
LC-CUB model is defined as a mixture of CUB models, and it needs constraints for
identification: to this end, we suggest to assume constant uncertainty across latent
classes as it is plausible in several case studies.

Model parameters have been estimated via Maximum Likelihood by using a gen-
eral purpose optimizer in R and the performance of such an estimator has been tested
through a simulation experiment. Results are satisfactory for most of the considered
configurations, except when the latent classes are close and the distributions are flat.

The algorithm convergence and the accuracy of the estimates strongly depend on
initial values: this is a typical problem in mixture models due to the multimodality
of the likelihood. A general technique for choosing initial values is a grid search.
Alternatively, some of the parameters can be chosen on the basis of descriptive
measures, specifying a grid search for the remaining parameters. Further simulation
studies are needed to evaluate competing strategies for choosing initial values.

In the present paper we have considered the simplest case of LC-CUB , with two
latent classes and no covariates. The extension to models with more than two classes
is theoretically straightforward, though it is unlikely to be needed in applications:
for example, for a response with m = 7 categories the model with H = 3 latent
classes is saturated and thus it is not really useful for statistical purposes.

The LC-CUB model can be extended to include covariates in two ways: the co-
variates can affect the conditional CUB distributions P(R = r;ξh,πh), yielding a
Mixture Regression Model (Wedel and DeSarbo, 1995), or they can affect the la-
tent class probabilities αh, yielding a Concomitant Variable Mixture model (Dayton
and Macready, 1988). The mixture regression approach allows the relationship be-
tween the response and the covariates to differ across latent classes, whereas the
concomitant variable approach exploits the covariates to predict latent class mem-
bership. For LC-CUB models with covariates, direct optimization of the likelihood
is computationally difficult, thus future work includes the development of a suitable
EM algorithm.
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